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The ultimate HDR colour for your 3d point cloud data

 Merging real-world and high-quality imagery with accurate, metrology-driven point cloud data is a challenging 

task.  However the concept of using full spherical High Dynamic Range imagery has proven an excellent approach 

towards this topic. 

 High Dynamic Range imaging means measuring the real-world luminosity as it is, ideally without any clipping of 

pixels or bleaching of regions within an image. Hence full spherical HDR imagery can be considered to be the ideal 

photographic light source to colorize point clouds.

Outstanding image quality

 SpheronVR has developed the SpheronLite solution, a camera device designed from the ground up for taking 

outstanding, full-spherical 360° x 180° High- Dynamic Range images automatically. The system captures incident 

real-world HDR over the full sphere in a single pass and creates a unique single image data file. 

 This HDR image file can be merged seamlessly and precisely onto a 3D point cloud data set. Combining the 

versatility and precision of Leica’s ScanStations with the premium imaging quality of the SpheronLite solution can 

help capture the world with an extraordinary clarity of detail.

SpheronLite Leica ScanStation 



SpheronVR

 With over 15 years of experience in precision optics and photographic technology, Spheron-VR offers imaging 

product excellence. Designed with quality in mind, every camera is precision engineered and calibrated to highest 

level of geometric accuracy. All cameras contain Spheron’s acclaimed HDR sensor platform assuring outstanding 

picture quality whatever lighting conditions are encountered.

The product

 The SpheronLite creates the ultimate HDR spherical color for a 3D point cloud data set. The solution consists of a 

SceneCam© camera device for full spherical HDR image recording. The camera is operated from a lightweight 

touchscreen tablet which attaches directly to any survey tripod. With one single rotation around the vertical axis the 

camera scans the complete scene from ‘floor to ceiling’.  It offers an exceptional 360 degree field of view including 

optimal recording at the nadir area, ensuring all points are coloured around the floor close to the scanner.

SpheronLite

 High dynamic range imaging with the 

SceneCam© is about capturing all levels of light 

in a scene: from the darkest shadows to the 

brightest sunlight - all in one scan. The tribrach 

tripod adapter head allows the Spheron camera 

to be positioned precisely at the same height and 

3D position as the Leica ScanStation. Spheron 

offers the most accurate spherical imagery, as its 

camera head rotates around the absolute nodal 

center position. Requiring no image stitching, the 

data is captured automatically in a single scan 

operation, resulting in a perfect spherical image 

with no parallax image distortion issues.

Single scan, full spherical High Dynamic 

Range capturing

One button operation fully automatic HDR 

recording

Geometrically correct images - straight from 

the camera

100 mega-pixels* in resolution 

 (*when compared to a dlsr camera)

26 f-stops of dynamic range – 

 ( full 32-bit EXR output files)

Calibrated single scan operation: no stitching 

of individual frames, no artifacts from 

geometric parallaxe or image-blending

Real-time previewing during live capture

SpheronLite viewer application for 

immersive 360° HDR viewing



Record Images
100Mpx High Dynamic Range, 2 - 7min

Match Image to Scan
using Cyclone wizard fully automatic mapping onto scans

Batch Process Images
apply calibration process for Cyclone
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The workflow

 Automatically capture your high quality 360 degree HDR image via the one-touch Easy SpheronLite camera 

control interface. Recording 100Mpx HDR images within typically 2 – 7 minutes - depending on the amount of light 

available to the camera. The resulting images are then batch processed in the dedicated Spheron processing 

engine. Such HDR files can then be inspected in the unique Spheron HDR Viewer application or passed directly 

through into Leica Geosystem’s 3D point cloud processing software  - Cyclone, for an automatic and precise 

overlay with 3D geometry.



Spheron HDR Viewer Leica Cyclone

Precision matching nodal points parallax-effects between laser-geometry and camera-color is 

minimized by two dedicated precision-mounts, which ensure perfect alignment between the nodal point of the 

laser-scanner and the camera.

Perfect color calibration the color-image itself is captured in one precise, continuous rotation around 

the cameras lens-nodal-point, resulting in a geometrically accurate, crisp sharp and highest resolution image: 

actually up to more than 100 MPixel (when comparing to a DSLR) and in best HDR image quality – offering an 

outstanding dynamic range of up to 26 f-stops.

Reliable, independant color-image quality the color-image is therefore generated from ground truth 

data and without any guessing of a reprojection-distance: artefacts generated by missing geometry (from e.g. 

non-cooperating surfaces, etc.) are hence fully avoided.



SpheronLite for Leica HDS            

Order Code: 04-100

This product is the complete SpheronLite bundle: The main product details are described below. Scope of supply is 

complete, all that is needed. Software and lens-calibration data preinstalled, system is ready to operate.

1x SceneCam©

a full spherical HDR camera system, resolution: 

5.200x10.400 pixel line-scan sensor @~100% fill factor, 

covering 180° x 360° FoV, dynamic range is 26 f-stops. 

Data is 96-bit per pixel (32-bit per channel in RGB-color)

1 x SceneCam©  camera  cap

1 x Scene Cam camera cable

1 x Nikon AFD Nikkor 16mm/1:2,8, calibrated fisheye lens

1 x Nikon lens cap (front)

1 x SceneCam© battery pack 

1 x battery charger for SceneCam© battery pack 

(please specify the type of wall-plug connector)

1 x Mounting arm for tablet & battery

1 x Tribrach adapter mount for SceneCam©

1 x Tribrach adapter mount for Leica ScanStation C10 / P15         

        / P16 / P30 / P40 (please specify model no.)

1 x Allen key

1 x Tablet Computer

1x Windows OS (preinstalled on tablet computer)

1 x SpheronLite EASY (TouchScreen) camera control 

software

1 x SpheronViewer software

(to display spherical image data)

1 x Spheron Image Processor, 

drag’n drop creation of an .exr-file for the 

SpheronViewer  and for transfer to Leica’s 

Cyclone-Software

1 x charger for tablet computer

1 x Pelican™ case, incl. inlay to transport camera, tablet and 

all accessories and nameplate



Additional Option 

All SpheronLite systems are ScanLight compatible, allowing customers the 

opportunity to upgrade to the benefit of the ScanLight attachment. Providing 

the perfect illumination even in complete darkness. ScanLight is a powerful 

lighting solution for perfect illumination on scene – providing complete 

independence from actual light conditions.

It attaches directly to the camera’s sensor head. 

During the scan, the ScanLight rotates together with 

the SceneCam® around the vertical axis, while its 

precisely focused quad-column LED array illuminates 

almost only the actual scanning direction. 

 04-201 Tribrach Adapter for  Used to mount the scenecam on  

  Spheron Camera  - SceneCam© a tribrach adapter.

 

 04-202 Tribrach Adapter for Adapters available for Leica HDS

  Leica Laser Scanner scanner product range including -

   the ScanStations C10,  P15, P16, P20, 

   P30, P40. Adapter includes two set’s of 

   mounting screw’s and an allen-key.

 04-203 SceneCam© Battery Pack SceneCam© operates for more than 8

   hours with one battery pack.

 04-204 SceneCam© Battery Charger Mains AC power charger unit with wall

   plug connector.  Charges SceneCam© 

   battery pack within approximately 4 hours

 04-205 SceneCam© Camera Cable Main camera connection cable

  

 04-206 Tablet Computer Tablet computer, incl. Windows OS,

   charger, all software preinstalled, please 

   specify camera ID.

 04-207 Tablet mounting arm Tripod attachment mounting arm,

   holder for tablet and battery

Spare Parts

 Code Name Description Image

Options / Accessories 

ScanLight for SpheronLite                       

Order Code 04-110



Remarks

 This catalog replaces all previous versions.

 VAT, Packaging and Shipping is at the expense of the customer.

 We refer to our general terms and conditions.

 Warranty is one year.

 All prices are stated in Euro.

 Country of origin for the system mentioned  is Germany. 

 Duties, taxes and costs related to the import of the goods are not part of the quotation and are - when 

applicable - at the expense of the customer.

 Leica ScanStations, Cyclone software, and Tripod (inc - tribrach-holder) depicted in this catalog are 

not a part of the scope of supply.

 Spheron reserves the right to change product and specification at any time without any further notice. 
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